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ABSTRACT   
Novel liquid crystal on silicon displays (LCoS) technology has found widespread use in a number of applications dealing 
with the spatial modulation of the properties of a light wavefront. Parallel aligned LCoS (PA-LCoS) are especially 
interesting since they provide phase-only modulation with no coupling of amplitude modulation. However, typically 
LCoS are digitally addressed and this has been proven as a drawback since it causes fluctuations in the phase 
modulation. In this work we concentrate on PA-LCoS. We analyse the application of a classical polarimetric method for 
retardance measurement, which makes use of only linearly polarized light, typically used in wave plates. We analyse the 
effect of phase fluctuations on the measurements and provide a refinement of the method which allows estimating both 
the average retardance and the magnitude of the phase fluctuation. We demonstrate both theoretically and experimental 
that this extension of a classical method is both simple and very well suited for the measurement of the modulation 
properties of novel PA-LCoS. 
Keywords: Liquid cristal on silicon displays, parallel aligned, retardance measurement, phase-only modulation, spatial 
light modulation, flicker, diffractive optics. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
Liquid crystal (LC) microdisplays have become a central device in a wide range of applications requiring spatial 
modulation of a wavefront like in diffractive optics[1], optical storage[2], or optical metrology[3]. Liquid crystal on silicon 
(LCoS) displays have become the most attractive microdisplays for these applications due to their very high spatial 
resolution and very high light efficiency[4][5]. However, several authors[6]-[10] have detected that LCoS displays produce 
certain amount of phase flicker and/or depolarization. Among the different LCoS technologies typically available, 
parallel aligned LCoS (PA-LCoS) are especially interesting since they allow easy operation as phase-only devices 
without coupled amplitude modulation. In this case, no depolarization operation is readily available, however phase 
fluctuations are still a feature in digitally addressed LCoS devices[11]. 
Different measurement methods have been proposed and demonstrated to characterize the phase-shift versus voltage in 
LCoS devices[12]-[14]. Some of these methods provide full polarimetric characterization and are based on Stokes-Mueller 
polarimeters[12][13]. Other methods are especifically oriented to obtain phase-shift modulation values such as the 
diffractive and the interferometric methods described in ref. [12][13]: the first method is very well suited for instantaneous 
values measurement, whereas the latter is appropriate to obtain the average values. These methods can be applied to 
LCDs and LCoS devices in general. In ref.[14] it was demonstrated that the addition of a high speed CCD camera and a 
Twyman-Green interferometer allows obtaining the instantaneous phase-shift modulation across the surface of an LCoS. 
In the case of parallel aligned devices, they are totally characterized by their linear retardance vs. voltage values. 
Additional methods typically used in the characterization of waveplates become available to measure the linear 
retardance. The most popular are ellipsometric, polarimetric and interferometric ones. In interferometric methods we 
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need a device introducing a carrier reference signal (heterodyne interferometry) such as a He-Ne Zeeman laser[15] or an 
electrooptic light modulator[16] working in the common-path geometry[17]. We can also have some element producing a 
phase-shift between the ordinary and extraordinary components of a beam (phase-shifting interferometry) such as a 
birefringent wedge[18]. Polarimetric methods of a high precision generally rely on null measurements, such as in the 
Senarmont compensator[19][20]. Other methods are based on the variation of the intensity when we change the angle of the 
elements in the polarimeter[21]-[25]. One common property to all these methods is that they assume that the birefringence 
in the wave plate has a constant value, no fluctuations, during the measurement process. 
In the present work we want to propose a simple and easily available method to measure the retardance in a birefringent 
device exhibiting instabilities in the retardance. This is the actual case with PA-LCoS devices. First, in Section 2 we 
show the basic theory of the method proposed, which is an extended version of probably the technique most utilized in 
retardance measurement in waveplates. We show the degree of the deviations that can be expected when there are 
fluctuations in the retardance. We also analyze how this method can be adapted to measure both the average retardance 
value and its fluctuation amplitude. In Section 3 we proceed with the measurements and with the analysis of the results. 
Validation of the proposed method is accomplished through comparison with instantaneous retardance measurements 
obtained applying the classical polarimetric technique but appropriately adapted for real-time operation. Eventually, the 
main conclusions are given in Section 4. 
 
2. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT  
First, let us define the retardance Γ of the wave plate: 
λ
λπ dn  )( 2 Δ=Γ        (1) 
λ is the wavelength of the incident light, Δn(λ) is the difference between the extraordinary and the ordinary index of the 
birefringent material (e.g. the liquid crystal) at this wavelength, and d is the thickness of the wave plate. We should 
distinguish this value, which is the total retardance of the waveplate, from the retardance value modulus 2π extracted 
from most of the measurement methods. The relation between the total retardance Γ and the retardance Γ0 modulo 2π is 
given by, 
π2 0 m+Γ=Γ        (2) 
where m is an integer, called the order of the waveplate. In the case of the zero order wave plate m=0, and Γ0 =Γ which is 
actually the case in LCoS devices.  
To measure the retardance of the wave plate we use the linear polarimeter[21]-[25] (see Fig. 1) illuminated with a 
monochromatic laser source. In the basic configuration there is a radiometer at the output of the polarimeter. 
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Figure 1. Linear polarimeter with the wave plate WP to be measured. P1 and P2 are the polarizers. 
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Next we follow the procedure in ref.[25] to obtain the expressions for the intensity transmission through a linear 
polarimeter as a function of the orientation of the polarizers and the orientation and retardance of our sample, i.e. the 
waveplate. We use the Jones matrix formalism. In this formalism the matrix W(Γ) for a wave plate of retardance Γ, and 
the matrix PX for a linear polarizer with the transmission axis along the X axis, are given by, 
( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
Γ
Γ−=Γ
)2/exp(0
0)2/exp(
i
i
W      (3) 
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The rotation matrix R(w) for an angle w is, 
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  cos       (5) 
According to this notation, the complex amplitude of the electric field 
OUTE
r  at the output of the linear polarimeter in 
Figure 1 results from the product, 
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and the intensity transmission IOUT is calculated as the Hermitian scalar product, 
IOUT = 
†
OUTE
r
· OUTE
r
       (7) 
where †OUTE
r
 is the Hermitian conjugate of the vector OUTE
r
.  
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where we take into account the incident intensity I0. Let us rewrite this expression in a more convenient form, 
]cos1[
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where 
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In general, for a fixed position of polarizers and sample wave plate, a fluctuation in the retardance ΔΓ would produce an 
intensity variation ΔI. The two fluctuations are related through the first derivative of the intensity with respect to the 
retardance, i.e., 
ΔΓΓ=Δ d
dI
I OUTOUT       (11) 
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where we consider the absolute value of the derivative. If we invert the relation we can calculate the error ΔΓ due to a 
deviation ΔI in the measurement of the intensity, which can be due to any source of error or tolerances in the system such 
as deviations in the angular orientation of the polarizers in the setup just to mention a possibility. Thus, we have  
OUT
OUT I
d
dI ΔΓ=ΔΓ
−1
      (12) 
And if we calculate this expression we obtain, 
O
OUT
I
I
Bsin
Δ
Γ=ΔΓ
2       (13) 
Let us analyse eq. (13). The deviation is minimum when the sine is close to unity, i.e. when Γ approaches ±π/2, and 
diverges when the sine approaches zero, i.e. when Γ is close to 0 or π. Thus, deviations in ΔΓ depend strongly on the 
existing value of the retardance Γ. Furthermore, to reduce ΔΓ we should increase the value of the parameter B. 
Therefore, if we look at eq. (10) we should have the following orientations of the polarization elements, 
( ) ( ) 412 πθθ ±=Ω−±=Ω−      (14) 
This means that the polarizers should be oriented at ±45º with respect to the slow axis of the wave plate. The polarizers 
can still be parallel or perpendicular each other, thus producing respectively the following intensity measurements, 
]cos1[
2
0// Γ+= IIOUT       (15) 
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2
0 Γ−=⊥ IIOUT       (16) 
These two measurements are probably the most typically used to obtain the retardance in linear retarder devices. Next, 
we want to analyze their validity in case there are instabilities or fluctuations in the linear retardance, as it is the case in 
digitally addressed LCoS devices[12]-[14]. As a first approximation we may consider a triangular profile for the periodic 
variation of retardance with time ( )tΓ , as shown in Fig. 2, with an average value Γ , retardance fluctuation amplitude 
a , and period T , i.e. described by the following equation, 
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Figure 2. Triangular profile considered for the temporal fluctuation of the linear retardance. 
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To calculate the average value in Eq. (15) and (16) we simply need to consider one semiperiod. The average for the 
cosine term is given by the next sequence of operations,  
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Then, Eqs. (15) and (16) may be rewritten in terms of the average value and the fluctuation amplitude as follows, 
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Figure 3. Simulation of the normalized intensity versus the average retardance measured for parallel (continuous) and 
crossed (dashed) polarizers and for various values of the fluctuation magnitude a , shown in the legend. 
From these expressions it results a deviation from the classical expressions previously given in Eqs. (15) and (16), which 
become modulated by the presence of a sinc function dependent on the magnitude of the fluctuation a . In Figure 3 we 
represent the normalized intensity values given by Eqs. (19) and (20) as a function of the average retardance. Dashed and 
continuous curves correspond respectively to the simulation for crossed and parallel polarizers. The curves have been 
calculated for various magnitudes of the fluctuation a ranging from 0º (ideal) to 90º. When no retardance fluctuation is 
present the intensity reaches maxima and minima values respectively of 1 and 0. As the retardance fluctuation increases 
the maxima and minima separates from these ideal values. The maxima and minima in the curves are produced at 
average values Γ  which are multiple of 180º. At these points, from Eqs. (19) and (20), we obtain that the absolute 
difference in intensity, diffI , with respect to the ideal ( º0=a ) is equal to, 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −=
a
aI diff
sin15.0       (21) 
In Figure 4 (a) we represent diffI  versus the magnitude of the fluctuation a , calculated using Eq. (21). We see the 
nonlinear increase of diffI  with the increase of the fluctuation due to the sinc function. If this plot is reversed, Figure 4(b), 
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we have a straightforward way to estimate the magnitude of the fluctuation simply by looking at the deviation in the 
intensity at the maxima or minima in the intensity, i.e. by selecting the points where the average value Γ  is multiple of 
180º. On the figure we show (dashed line) the polynomial fit to the curve, using a 6th degree polynomial function. For the 
sake of completeness we show the squared correlation factor, which is very close to one. Using this polynomial we can 
quantitatively obtain the magnitude of the fluctuation from the value of diffI . 
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Figure 4. (a) Intensity difference (absolute value) with respect to the ideal º0=a  as a function of the fluctuation amplitude, 
at the maxima and minima intensity points, occurring when the average value Γ  is multiple of 180º; (b) Reverse relation, 
where a polynomial fit has been calculated with respect to the theoretical curve. 
Let us now combine Eqs. (15) and (16) to remove the normalization factor to obtain the following expression, 
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In the case when no fluctuations exist ( º0=a ) we recover the classical result,  
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Since from Fig. 4(b) we have an estimation of the amplitude of the fluctuation a  then Eq. (22) can be inverted to obtain 
the average retardance Γ , 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In Figure 5 we show the experimental used in this work to measure obtain the average retardance versus applied voltage 
(gray level) for a parallel aligned LCoS device. It basically consists of a light source (He-Ne laser, λ=633 nm), the LCoS, 
the necessary input and output linear polarizers which are used in parallel or crossed configuration, and some intensity 
measuring device (radiometer). We also introduce two high quality non-polarizing cube beam splitters (model 
10BC16NP.4, from Newport): one of them to separate the incident and reflected beams, and the other to enable 
amplitude division of the reflected beam so that crossed and parallel intensity can be measured simultaneously (thus, two 
(a) (b) 
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radiometers are introduced). In some of the experiments the two radiometers are connected to the two channels of an 
oscilloscope enabling to obtain synchronized the instantaneous parallel and crossed polarizers intensity values. Therefore 
we are able to calculate the instantaneous value of the linear retardance as it will be shown. We note that a quarter 
wavelength waveplate is added after the laser so that enough light passes through the first polarizer irrespectively of the 
orientation of its transmission axis. 
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Figure 5. Experimental setup used to measure the linear retardance as a function of the applied voltage (gray level) for a PA-
LCoS. The setup allows both to measure average and instantaneous values. Detailed description of the setup is given in the 
present section. 
 
In this paper we analyze a phase-only LCoS. It corresponds to an electrically controlled birefringence (ECB) LCoS 
display distributed by the company HOLOEYE. It is an active matrix reflective mode device with 1920x1080 pixels and 
0.7” diagonal named the PLUTO Spatial Light Modulator (SLM). The pixel pitch is of 8.0 μm and the display has a fill 
factor of 87%. The signal is addressed via a standard DVI (Digital Visual Interface) signal. By means of the RS-232 
interface and its corresponding provided software, we can perform gamma control to configure the modulator for 
different applications and wavelengths. Besides, different pulse width modulation (PWM) addressing schemes (digital 
addressing sequences)[26][27] can be generated by the driver electronics, which can be programmed using the software 
included with the device. This will be applied in the present paper to characterize the magnitude of the fluctuation and 
the average retardance for various digital addressing sequences. 
In particular we will evaluate two digital addressing sequences whose configuration files are provided with the software 
and which can be loaded using this device driver software. They correspond to the configurations labelled as “18-6 2pi 
linear 633nm” and “5-5 2pi linear 633nm”. The first number indicates the quantity of “equally weighted” bit-planes, and 
the second number the quantity of “binary” bit-planes[26]. This means that the sequence 18-6 is longer than the one 
corresponding for the sequence 5-5. In principle the shorter the sequence the smaller the flicker[26]. However, a larger 
sequence provides a larger number of possible phase levels: (18+1) x 26=1216 for the sequence “18-6” and (5+1) x 
25=192 for the sequence “5-5”. In principle, the sequences “18-6 2pi linear 633nm” and “5-5 2pi linear 633nm” have 
been respectively optimized for the wavelength 633nm. The voltage depth and gamma for the sequence 18-6 and 5-5 are 
designed to provide a phase depth of 2π radians, and quite a linear relation between phase value and gray level. Using 
these three different sequences we can evaluate different levels of flicker. 
The input polarizer transmission axis is at +45º to the vertical of the lab, which is the X-axis of our reference system as 
shown in Figure 1. The director for the liquid crystal (i.e. the extraordinary axis) in the LCoS is oriented along the 
horizontal, i.e. at +90º with respect to the X-axis. The director axis in nematic filled devices, as it is the case for our 
LCoS typically corresponds to the slow axis. Light impinges perpendicularly onto the LCoS and onto the two beam-
splitters. Perpendicular incidence onto the beam-splitters is important so that they do not introduce polarization effects 
on their own. Typically the angular uncertainty on the orientation of the input and output polarizers with respect to the 
neutral lines of the LCoS can be considered ±1º. 
In Figure 6 we show the intensity measured for parallel (continuous) and crossed (dashed) polarizers as a function of 
gray level applied to the LCoS and for the two electrical sequences previously presented in this Section. This curve 
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should be looked at keeping in mind Figure 3 corresponding to the simulations previously discussed. We see that both 
electrical sequences oscillate with the gray level with a slightly smaller amplitude in the case of the sequence “18-6 2pi 
linear 633nm”, thus it possess a larger retardance fluctuation. The two sequences oscillate out of phase, with the 
sequence “18-6 2pi linear 633nm” reaching the extremals at lower gray levels. However at gray level 255 both sequences 
converge, thus they may show the same average retardance value in the end. We note the quantization steps in the case 
of sequence “5-5 2pi linear 633nm” due to the limited number of levels which is smaller than 256. 
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Figure 6. Experimental measurements of the normalized intensity versus the gray level measured for parallel (continuous) 
and crossed (dashed) polarizers and for the electrical sequences “18-6 2pi linear 633nm” and “5-5 2pi linear 633nm”. 
From the intensity values at the extremals and taking into account Figure 4(b) we obtain an estimation of the fluctuation 
amplitude, which we show in the third column in Table 1. We see that the first extremals in both sequences do not 
contain any distinguishable fluctuation. In the second extremal, sequence “18-6 2pi linear 633nm” contain a fluctuation 
amplitude about 54º whereas sequence “5-5 2pi linear 633nm” stays at about 34º. Next we want to validate that these 
fluctuation amplitudes can be considered a good estimation of the actual fluctuation. To this goal we use the same setup 
in Fig. 5 but now the two radiometers are connected to the oscilloscope. This allows us to calculate the instantaneous 
retardance value using the classical expression in Eq. (23). In Figure 7 we show the temporal evolution of the retardance 
at gray levels close to the extremals and for the two sequences considered. We clearly appreciate the periodic evolution 
of the retardance with a characteristic pseudo triangular profile. The oscillation amplitude is larger for the sequence “18-
6 2pi linear 633nm”. We note that the results shown in Fig. 7 are wrapped values produced by the dominium of 
definition of the 1cos−  function. Actually half of the peaks should be folded against the 0-ordinate axis producing an 
average retardance value close to zero. Taking this into account the fluctuation amplitude actually corresponds to the 
peak value in Fig. 7. This is the value considered in the fourth column in Table 1. Going back to Table 1, then we see 
that there is a good agreement between the fluctuation amplitude obtained with the method we propose and the one 
obtained from the instantaneous retardance values that we measure. 
 
Table 1. Comparison between the fluctuation amplitude a  obtained with the method proposed in the paper (3rd column), 
and the experimental value obtained from the instantaneous retardance values measured when connecting the two 
radiometers in the setup to the oscilloscope (4rth column). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sequence diffI  Fluctuation Amplitude 
(using Fig. 4(b)) 
Fluctuation Amplitude 
(instantaneous values) 
18_6 0,07 54º (GL 134) 46º  (GL 130) 
    
5_5 0,03 34º (GL 156) 32º   (GL 149) 
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Figure 7. Temporal evolution of the retardance at gray levels, indicated on the figure, close to the extremals and for the two 
sequences considered “18-6 2pi linear 633nm” and “5-5 2pi linear 633nm”. 
Once the fluctuation amplitude values have been validated we can introduce them in Eq. (24) to calculate the average 
retardance. What we do is to extrapolate the fluctuation amplitude value calculated from the extremals to a wider gray 
level range: the fluctuation amplitude value from the first extremal is considered to be roughly valid until half of the 
distance between the two extremals, and from there the value from the second extremal is the one considered valid. We 
show in Fig. 8 (a) and (b), respectively for the sequences “18-6 2pi linear 633nm” and “5-5 2pi linear 633nm”, the 
average retardance value calculated with this procedure as a function of the gray level. They correspond to “corrected” 
curve (continous line) label in the legend. The “uncorrected” is obtained when no fluctuations are considered, i.e. 
º0=a . We see that deviations between the corrected and the uncorrected curves are only encountered in the intervals 
next to the extremals. 
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Figure 8. Average retardance (wrapped values) vs. gray level considering the existence of the fluctuation amplitude in the 
retardance, “corrected” curve, and considering the ideal º0=a , “uncorrected” curve. (a) “18-6 2pi linear 633nm”; (b)“5-5 
2pi linear 633nm”. 
In order to validate the average retardance values just shown we have proceeded with the measurement of the 
instantaneous retardance for a series of gray levels (0, 100, 200, and 255) using the procedure with the oscilloscope 
previously described in Fig. 7. We show the results in Fig. 9 (a) and (b) respectively for the sequences “18-6 2pi linear 
633nm” and “5-5 2pi linear 633nm”. From these measurements we have elaborated Table 2, where the average 
retardance values are given. We also show the fluctuation amplitude value calculated as half the peak-to-peak amplitude 
of the temporal oscillation of the instantaneous retardance. 
We see that the values for the average retardance show a very good agreement with the values in the Fig. 8 (a) and (b). 
The only significant deviations appear at gray level 255, probably due to the fact that the curves are close to a third 
hypothetical extremal, thus the value used for the amplitude of fluctuation is losing its validity in this gray level range. 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 9. Temporal evolution of the retardance at gray levels 0, 100, 200 and 255, indicated on the figure. (a) “18-6 2pi 
linear 633nm”; (b) “5-5 2pi linear 633nm”. 
 
Table 2. Values for the average retardance and the magnitude of the amplitude of its fluctuation extracted from the 
instantaneous retardance measurements shown in Figure 9. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
We have demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally the feasibility of a novel technique which is suitable to 
obtain the retardance of linear retarders, such as parallel aligned LCoS displays, in the presence of instabilities or 
fluctuations in the retardance. The method is an extension a well known intensity-based polarimetric method. The 
method is both simple and does not require especial or expensive equipment. In a first step we calculate the value for the 
amplitude of the fluctuation in the retardance at specific points where the average retardance value is multiple of 180º. 
We note that validation of the technique has been accomplished by applying the classical intensity-based polarimetric 
method but with the appropriate modifications enabling instantaneous retardance measurements. 
As a final remark we note that the two sequences considered in this work enable the LCoS to attain a dynamic retardance 
range of 360º. In one of the two cases, the electrical sequence “5-5 2pi linear 633nm” the amplitude of the fluctuations is 
basically below 30º. We note from the work of Lizana et al.[13] (see for example Fig. 3(b) therein) that diffraction 
efficiency of a blazed grating with such fluctuations does not show a significant degradation since diffraction efficiency 
is still over 95%. Therefore this electrical sequence may be a good choice for great many applications. 
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Sequence Gray level Avg. retardance Fluctuation Amplitude 
 
18_6 0 141º 2º 
 100 51º 37º 
 200 86º 54º 
 255 144º 36º 
    
5_5 0 125º 1º 
 100 77º 24º 
 200 67º 37º 
 255 136º 44º 
    
(a) (b) 
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